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of examining dispassionately the ground of our faith,
and yielding our assent only according to the degree
of evidence.
In our own days, when it is but too clear that
infidelity increases, it is not in consequence of the
reasonings of the infidel writers having been much
studied, but from the progress of luxury, and the
decay of morals: and, so far as this increase may
be traced at all to the works of sceptical writers,
it has been produced, not by argument and dis-
cussion, but by sarcasms and points of wit, which
have operated on weak minds, or on nominal Chris-
tians, by bringing gradually into contempt opinions,
which, in their case, had only rested on the basis of
blind respect and the prejudices of education. It
may therefore be laid down as an axiom, that
infidelity is in general a disease of the heart more than
of the understanding. If Revelation were assailed
only by reason and argument, it would have little
to fear. The literary opposers of Christianity, from
Herbert to Hume, have been seldom read. They
made some stir in their day: during their span of
existence they were noisy and noxious; but, like
the locusts of the east, which for a while obscure
the air, and destroy the verdure, they were soon
swept away and forgotten. Their very names would
be scarcely found, if Leland had not preserved then?
from oblivion.
The account which has been given of the secrei
but grand source of infidelity,  may per-      .    .
haps justly be extended to those also who       anms'
deny the fundamental doctrines of the Gospel.
In the course which we lately traced from nominal
orthodoxy to absolute infidelity, Unitarianism1 is,
1 The author is aware that he may perhaps be censured for con-
ceding; this term to the class of persons now in question, since orth<>-
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